Usefulness of a screw tip stent retriever as a dilator during side-by-side placement of multiple stents for malignant hilar biliary obstruction

In malignant hilar biliary obstruction, an additional stent placement is often difficult after the placement of fully covered self-expandable metal stents (FCSEMSs) in a side-by-side fashion.

An 86-year-old man who had a history of Billroth-I gastrectomy presented with a malignant hilar biliary obstruction from unresectable gallbladder duct cancer. The left, right anterior, and right posterior bile ducts were obstructed (Fig. 1). Initially, we attempted to place a 6-mm FCSEMS (HANAROSTENT Biliary FullCover NEO, M.I. Tech Co., Ltd., Seoul, Korea) at the right anterior branch. Subsequently, we attempted to deploy a 6-mm FCSEMS to the left bile duct to facilitate the deployment of a plastic stent at the right-posterior branch in a side-by-side fashion. However, during multiple stenting, none of the devices used, namely the tapered cannulation catheter, balloon dilator, and sheath dilator, were able to easily pass over the stricture, despite adjusting the scope position, because of interference with the jagged surface of the fully covered self-expandable metal stents and bending of the inferior bile duct due to the Billroth-I gastrectomy (Fig. 2).

Clockwise rotation of the Soehendra stent retriever (SSR; COOK Medical Inc., Winston-Salem, NC, USA) generated a propulsive force in addition to pushing the catheter from the back end. The spiral motion of the SSR tip allowed it to easily pass over the jagged SEMS surface and stricture [1–4] (Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Video 1). After the SSR dilated the stricture, the counterclockwise rotation allowed easy retraction without compromising the SEMSs. Finally, we succeeded in placing multiple stents in a side-by-side fashion. Thus, the use of the SSR as a dilator is one of the viable options when it becomes difficult to pass over and dilate the malignant stricture owing to interference with SEMSs or anatomical problems.
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Video 1

This video demonstrates the use of the Soehendra stent retriever is one of the options when it is difficult to dilate the stricture during the placement of multiple SEMSs in a side-by-side fashion.

Fig. 5

Finally, we succeeded in placing multiple stents in a side-by-side fashion without compromising them.
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